Improving mispronunciation detection and diagnosis of learners’ speech with context-sensitive phonological rules based on language transfer
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Abstract

This study demonstrates how knowledge of language transfer can enable a computer-assisted pronunciation teaching (CAPT) system to effectively detect and diagnose salient mispronunciations in second language learners’ speech. Our approach uses a HMM-based speech recognizer with an extended pronunciation lexicon that includes both a model pronunciation for each word and common pronunciation variants of our target learners. The pronunciation variants in the extended pronunciation lexicon are generated based on language transfer theory (i.e. knowledge from the first language is transferred to the second language). We find that a lexicon that characterizes language transfer using context-sensitive phonological rules can detect and diagnose errors better than a lexicon generated from context-insensitive rules. Furthermore, predicting errors from language transfer alone can approach the performance of a system where the lexicon is fully-informed of all possible pronunciation errors.

Index Terms: pronunciation training, mispronunciation detection, second language learning

1. Introduction

There has been considerable research on the requirements of effective computer-assisted pronunciation teaching (CAPT) software [1, 2]. An effective system should not only be able to detect mispronunciations but also provide corrective feedback which can help the learner rectify the error. The extensive review of CAPT by [3] finds that corrective feedback is crucial to CAPT and it “cannot rely on the student’s own perception.” The importance of corrective feedback has also been empirically demonstrated in the study of immigrant learners of Dutch [4].

Many of the existing approaches to developing CAPT software have focused on developing a numerical measure from the likelihood scores of an HMM-based speech recognizer to detect errors in the learner’s speech [5, 6, 7]. While these systems have been able to develop pronunciation scores highly consistent with human ratings, they are inherently limited in the feedback that they can provide to the learner. These “goodness-of-pronunciation” scores can detect errors, but cannot diagnose the type of mispronunciation the learner has made. Without error diagnosis, learners may resort to trial-and-error to artificially improve their scores [8].

An alternative approach to developing CAPT software is to incorporate linguistic knowledge of typical errors of the learners into the CAPT system. The feasibility of this approach has been demonstrated for Italian- and German-speaking learners of British English [9]. But there are still questions of how much linguistic knowledge of learners’ errors is required to develop an effective system. This study attempts to address this issue and finds that predicting errors based on language transfer can enable a system to diagnose errors with a relatively high degree of success.

2. System Design

Figure 1 gives an overview of our general system design. The ASR utilizes an extended pronunciation lexicon, a grammar of fixed word order, and acoustic models trained on native speakers’ speech data. The procedures for developing the extended pronunciation lexicon are discussed in the following section. The fixed word order grammar used by the recognizer mitigates the task of word recognition, and effectively reduces the problem to that of recognizing the pronunciation of a given word. The detection and diagnosis of the learners’ mispronunciations is made possible by aligning the phone-level transcription of the recognizer with a model transcription based on native speaker pronunciations.

2.1. Speech Recognizer

The speech recognizer in our system uses cross-word triphone HMMs that contain 2000 states with 12 Gaussian mixtures per state. The implementation is based on the HTK Toolkit [11]. The acoustic models are trained on the TIMIT training set [12] which contains a total of 4620 sentences recorded by 462 speakers from eight dialect regions of the US.

2.2. Corpus design and annotation

The testing data of this study comes from the CU Chinese Learners of English (CU-CHLOE) corpus used in [13]. We use 21 recordings of “The North Wind and the Sun” (9 male speakers, 12 female speakers). This piece is chosen because it exemplifies nearly all of the phonemes of English with the exception of the relatively rare /zh/ phoneme. Altogether, the passage is comprised of 113 words with a lexicon size of 64 words. The recordings were also annotated by a linguist using the Praat...
3. Development of the Extended Pronunciation Lexicon

The extended pronunciation lexicon is key to our system’s ability to detect and diagnose learners’ mispronunciations. For each word in the extended pronunciation lexicon there is a model pronunciation (as determined by the TIMIT pronunciation dictionary) and additional pronunciation variants common to Cantonese learners of English. As outlined in Figure 2, we propose two methods for automatically generating these additional pronunciation variants based on a contrastive analysis of Cantonese and English: (1) context-insensitive and (2) context-sensitive phonological rules. These phonological rules are stated in the form of rewrite rules that can be applied to model pronunciations to generate the additional pronunciation variants.

Figure 2: Developing the extended pronunciation lexicon

3.1. Contrastive analysis

Contrastive analysis is grounded in the theory of language transfer. The Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis states that sounds similar to the learner’s first language will be easy for the learner to acquire while different sounds will present difficulty [10]. We conduct a contrastive analysis of Cantonese and English by examining the phonetic inventory and phonotactic constraints of the languages to determine phones and phone sequences present in English but lacking in Cantonese. Those phones which are not present in Cantonese are hypothesized to be substituted by Cantonese learners with phonetically-similar phones that do exist in Cantonese.

3.2. Context-insensitive phonological rules

From the above contrastive analysis we first developed a list of 43 context-insensitive rules [13] in the form of /α/ → /β/ (i.e. phone /α/ in the model pronunciation may be pronounced as /β/ by the learner). These 43 context-insensitive rules generated 2788 pronunciations variants in addition to the original 64 model pronunciations for the lexicon of “The North Wind and The Sun”. These 2852 pronunciations make up the extended pronunciation lexicon which we will call Lexicon A.

We find two significant problems with using context-insensitive rules to generate an extended pronunciation lexicon: the lexicon grows exponentially and many pronunciations generated are rare or implausible in the learner’s speech. For example, Cantonese does not have voiced stops (e.g. /b/, /d/, /g/) or consonant clusters (e.g. /st/ tr) while English does. Cantonese learners may substitute voiceless counterparts (e.g. /p/, /t/, /k/) or delete consonants to cope with these difficult sounds. So our list must include rules like (1) /d/ → /n/, (2) /d/ → /θ/, and (3) /k/ → /ŋ/. Admittedly, we can see that rules (2) and (3) do not fully represent the knowledge gained from our contrastive analysis (i.e. deletion only occurs in consonant clusters). When these rules are applied to a word like ‘could’ /k uh d/, we generate pronunciation variants such as: /k uh t/, /uh d/, /uh/, etc. Note that while /k uh t/ is a plausible mispronunciation of ‘could’, the variants /uh d/ and /uh/ generated from (2) and (3) are so phonetically-distant from the model pronunciation of ‘could’ that they are considered implausible mispronunciations.

3.3. Context-sensitive phonological rules

To reduce the number of implausible pronunciations in the extended lexicon, context-sensitive rules were developed from the contrastive analysis of Section 3.1. The list of context-sensitive rules was compiled using the same list of context-insensitive rules but additionally specifying the phonetic environments that constrain its application. A total of 51 context-sensitive rules1 were developed using the immediate neighboring segments and symbols for various linguistic classes: C for consonants, V for vowels, F for fricatives, and # for word-boundaries. These 51 context-sensitive rules generated 394 variants for this Lexicon B, significantly less than those generated by context-insensitive rules.

We can understand how context-sensitive rules solve the problem of over-generating implausible variants by reconsidering the variants /uh d/ and /uh/ generated by context-insensitive rules. These variants were generated because context-insensitive rules had no representational means to specify that deletion of consonants should only occur in consonant clusters. Context-sensitive rules solve this problem by allowing us to specify a phonetic environment that must be satisfied for the rule to apply. Thus, the consonant deletion rule from the previous section can be rewritten as /d/ → /θ/, where the left hand side specifies that /d/ must be preceded by a consonant in order for the rule to apply. When these context-sensitive versions of the previous rules are used to generate variants for a word like ‘could’, we see that the conditions of the deletion rules are not satisfied and thus implausible variants like /uh d/ and /uh/ are not generated.

3.4. Benchmark lexicons

To understand the effectiveness of the language transfer approach to automatic pronunciation generation, we also utilize two methods for manually generating pronunciations variants: (1) using an independent expert and (2) using the gold standard (see Section 2.2) to create a fully-informed list of the pronunciation variants.

A lexicon, Lexicon C, was manually-generated by an expert familiar with the common errors of Cantonese learners of English (different from the annotator of the test set). The pronunciation variants of Lexicon A were examined by the expert individually and those which seemed rare or implausible were removed. Pronunciations which the expert deemed likely but not in the lexicon were also added. This lexicon has a total of 361 pronunciations (64 model pronunciations, 297 variants).

Another benchmark lexicon, Lexicon D, was manually-generated by compiling all the unique pronunciations transcribed by the annotator in the test set. Lexicon D is said to be “fully-informed” because it includes all pronunciations attested in the test set, including those that may not be predicted by language transfer. It contains a total of 419 pronunciations (64 model pronunciations, 355 variants).

1The greater number of context-sensitive rules arose because some context-insensitive rules had more than one constraining phonetic environment and thus were written as multiple context-sensitive rules.
3.5. Evaluation procedures

The system was run on the 21-speaker test set using four different lexicons as described in the previous sections. The phone-level transcription output by the recognizer was aligned with the (1) model transcription derived from the TIMIT pronunciation lexicon and (2) gold standard as determined by the human annotator. The alignment was carried out through a bottom-up dynamic programming algorithm which returns the alignment that has the minimal sum-of-pairs score between the three phonetic transcriptions [15]. Substitutions were weighted with a cost of 10 and insertion / deletion had a cost of 7. Table 1 gives an example of a three-string alignment for the word ‘north’ where the minimal sum-of-pairs cost is 44.

Table 1: A three-string phonetic alignment for the word ‘north’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL:</th>
<th>n ao r th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOLD STANDARD:</td>
<td>l ao th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSTEM:</td>
<td>n aa th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This three-string alignment enables us to not only detect and diagnose mispronunciations in the learner’s speech but also evaluate their accuracy as compared to the gold standard (i.e. human annotation).

4. Performance of Error Detection and Diagnosis

The performance of the system is measured in terms of its ability to (1) accurately detect correct and incorrect pronunciations of words, (2) accurately detect the correct and incorrect phones within a mispronounced word, and (3) accurately diagnose the errors in these phones. The first and second measures can be illustrated as a 2 x 2 classification matrix as shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: Classification matrix for measuring accuracy of detecting correct and incorrect pronunciations](image)

At the word level, a true acceptance occurs when the learner’s pronunciation is identical to the model pronunciation according to the gold standard and the system also recognizes the learner’s pronunciation as equivalent to the model pronunciation. True rejection occurs when the pronunciation in the gold standard transcription differs from the model pronunciation and the recognizer also recognizes the pronunciation as one of the variants in the extended pronunciation lexicon (e.g. case of ‘north’ in Table 1). False rejection is where the system recognizes a pronunciation variant when the gold standard transcription is consistent with the model pronunciation, and vice versa with false acceptance. Higher rates of true acceptance and true rejection indicate better performance of the system. The Kappa coefficient is also given in the following tables to indicate the chance-corrected strength of agreement between the system and gold standard.

4.1. Detecting mispronounced words

We first evaluate the system’s ability to detect which words are mispronounced by the learner. Table 2 shows the classification of words by the system as correct or incorrect compared to the gold standard. The columns titles TA, TR, FA, and FR are abbreviations for true acceptance, true rejection, false acceptance, and false rejection, respectively. The last column also gives the Kappa coefficient to indicate the strength of agreement between the gold standard and recognition transcription. The percentages are calculated according to the 2366 word tokens of the corpus.

We observe in Table 2 that a lexicon generated with context-sensitive rules (Lexicon B) leads to better detection of correct pronunciations (TA) but not necessarily better detection of mispronunciations (TR), as compared to context-insensitive rules (Lexicon A). Still, Lexicon B has better overall agreement with the gold standard as compared to Lexicon A due to the lower false rejection rate (FR). In the setting of language learning, we believe these attributes of Lexicon B are preferable (i.e. low false rejection rate and high true acceptance) as learners are apt to become frustrated with a system that falsely identifies correct pronunciations as incorrect [9]. Additionally, the accurate classification rate of Lexicon B (i.e. sum of TA and TR) is similar to the fully-informed benchmark Lexicon D (70.24% vs. 71.73%). This finding demonstrates that generating pronunciations variants based on language transfer alone (i.e. Lexicons A and B) is sufficient to obtain similar performance as lexicons which consider all possible causes of learner errors.

Table 2: Classification of word pronunciations by the system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lexicon</th>
<th>TA</th>
<th>TR</th>
<th>FA</th>
<th>FR</th>
<th>Kappa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (2366)</td>
<td>28.91%</td>
<td>39.73%</td>
<td>7.23%</td>
<td>24.13%</td>
<td>0.383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (2366)</td>
<td>34.15%</td>
<td>36.09%</td>
<td>10.86%</td>
<td>18.89%</td>
<td>0.408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (2366)</td>
<td>32.97%</td>
<td>36.31%</td>
<td>10.65%</td>
<td>20.08%</td>
<td>0.390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (2366)</td>
<td>31.07%</td>
<td>40.66%</td>
<td>6.30%</td>
<td>21.98%</td>
<td>0.443</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Detecting incorrect phones within mispronounced words

After detecting the mispronounced words, we evaluate how well the system can classify the correctness of the phones within these mispronounced words (i.e. subset of word tokens in TR and FR of Table 2). This measure is analogous to the previous except that we now consider phones instead of words. For example, consider the alignment given in Table 1: (1) the last phone of ‘north’ /th/ is identified by both the system and gold standard as /th/ so it is a case of true acceptance, (2) the third phone /r/ is a case of true rejection as both the system and gold standard agree that the learner deleted the /r/, (3) the first phone /n/ is a false acceptance by the system, (4) and the second phone /ao/ is a case of false rejection.

The results of Table 3 show that better classification performance at the phone-level is obtained with the lexicon generated with context-sensitive rules (Lexicon B) as compared to the one with context-insensitive rules (Lexicon A). Additionally, Lexicon B can accurately detect 72.68% (TA + TR) of the phones in mispronounced words. This number approaches the accurate classification rate of 74.92% in the expert-generated lexicon (Lexicon C) and 76.33% in the fully-informed benchmark lexicon (Lexicon D). Again, this demonstrates the power of predicting errors by language transfer alone.
4.3. Diagnosing mispronunciations

Based on the detection of incorrect phones within a mispronounced word, we evaluate the accuracy of the system in diagnosing the learner’s mispronunciation. Table 4 shows the percentage of phones detected as mispronounced (i.e. phones in true rejection and false rejection columns of Table 3) that were transcribed identically between the system and human. The number in parentheses represents the total number of mispronounced phones for each lexicon.

We find Lexicon B has significantly better diagnostic performance than Lexicon A (42.71% vs. 31.17%) due in part to its lower false rejection rate. It also performs better than Lexicon C despite the latter having better rates of correct and incorrect phone detection. The error agreement rate of Lexicon D approaches the upper-bound performance as determined by Lexicon D. Although context-sensitive rules have been shown to lead to much better performance in error diagnosis, we acknowledge the upper-bound of the system (46.15%) is lower than desired. Since Lexicon D is fully-informed with all variants from the gold-standard, we believe the relatively low agreement is due to poor discrimination of similar phones by the acoustic models in the speech recognizer.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

ASR technology in CAPT systems have a lot to offer the language learning community, but ASR-based tools must be designed such that they can provide corrective feedback to the learner. In this paper, we have proposed a system design that can not only detect mispronounced words but also correctly diagnose the type of errors made by the learner. The error diagnosis capability of our system is especially crucial as it can be used to develop detailed corrective feedback for the learner.

Our system evaluation has shown that generating a pronunciation lexicon with context-sensitive rules has better performance than a lexicon generated with context-insensitive rules. We have also demonstrated that a lexicon generated from context-sensitive rules can detect and diagnose mispronunciations at a rates comparable to manually-generated lexicons. These results show that predicting errors through contrastive analysis alone is sufficient to enable detection of the majority of learners’ errors. This is significant as the contrastive analysis procedure can be carried out on any pair of languages and, for many well-known languages, using existing linguistic studies. Secondly, this method of generating pronunciation variants with context-sensitive rules does not necessarily depend on corpus data. Thus, our system design can readily be utilized for learners from first and second language backgrounds different than those of this study.

We believe our approach is a promising direction for developing CAPT tools and see the potential for further performance improvements via discriminative training and pronunciation scoring. Discriminative training techniques may be applied to improve the ability of the system to distinguish phonetically-similar phones. Additionally, while context-sensitive rules have high performance in diagnosing errors, they may benefit from better detection of mispronunciations. Previous studies, as mentioned in Section 1, have shown the ability of “goodness-of-pronunciation score” to detect errors. Thus, we believe this metric can combine with our context-sensitive phonological rules approach to further improve the performance of mispronunciation detection.
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